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E4tech perspective:
Strategy | Energy | Sustainability

• International consulting firm, offices in UK and Switzerland

• Focus on sustainable energy (and hydrogen) – ahead of the curve

• 22 years old this year, always independent

• Deep expertise in technology, business and strategy, market 
assessment, techno-economic modelling, policy support…

• A spectrum of clients from start-ups to global corporations
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Hydrogen increasingly figures in mainstream future 
energy outlooks

• Hydrogen as part of energy system models has moved from being an academic 
curiosity to a deep decarbonisation ‘necessity’. Models suggest:

• It enables decarbonisation of hard-to-electrify sectors

• It can speed decarbonisation

• It brings important system benefits

• It can reduce decarbonisation cost

• It can help economic development



Scenarios vary widely in ‘ambition’. The Hydrogen Council 
projections aim high in several sectors



Shell suggests a post-2040 role for hydrogen; little in 
2050



700 TWh = 2.5 EJ

The UK’s Committee on Climate Change shows uptake in 
buildings, transport and industry



The Energy Transitions Commission suggests mainly 
industry and some heavy transport
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Hydrogen use could increase by an order or magnitude 
under one ETC option
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2050
653 Mt= 78 EJ

Hydrogen
Mt



What should we take away?

• While the benefits of hydrogen seem plausible, even likely:

• We are only on the inflection point of the curve

• Industry development is still required

• Supply chains have to firm up and grow

• Large-scale demonstration/pilot/first plant must show it works

• Synergies and system solutions must still be enabled and proven

• Markets and financial structures need to be suitable

• Policy will need to cut across sectors (e.g. energy/transport/agriculture)

• The value of hydrogen as well as its cost will be essential to factor in to any analysis



Ramping up industry requires concerted policy drivers 
and market priming
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Initial scale-up and 
cost reductions

Market activation program sets 
reliable framework for investments

Industrialisation of water electrolysis in Germany: Opportunities and challenges of sustainable hydrogen for transport, electricity and heat
https://now-gmbh.de/content/1-aktuelles/1-presse/20180917-aktuelle-studie-zeigt-wege-zur-industrialisierung-der-
wasserelektrolyse/indwede-studie_v04.1.pdf

https://now-gmbh.de/content/1-aktuelles/1-presse/20180917-aktuelle-studie-zeigt-wege-zur-industrialisierung-der-wasserelektrolyse/indwede-studie_v04.1.pdf


Thank you
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